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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The six-story Kaufman-Straus Building fronts 136 feet on the east side of Fourth
Street north of Walnut Street, in Louisville, Kentucky. The building, which is
of brick and terracotta, is closely related in style to Louis Sullivan's Gage
Building in Chicago (see photos 1 and 3b).
The facade is framed by the base, the corner piers, and a prominent cornice. Within
the framework, the fenestration is organized and divided into five vertical bays by
means of four slender piers. The piers extend uninterrupted from the second story
to the cornice. They are major and supportive piers which reveal the steel skeleton
of the structure underneath. There are five secondary and ornamental piers
which are recessed and miniaturized in scale. These start at the centers of the
third story windows and extend continuously through the fifth. Both major and
minor piers terminate in a foliage pattern not unlike those of Sullivan's (see photos
2, 3, and 4).
The dominant characteristic of the facade is its distinct emphasis on vertically.
Uninterrupted lines which are embodied in the piers are emphasized and
lightened by the recession of the horizontal elements, which consist of windows
and the narrow spandrels.
The upward movement concludes with a protruding
and dominant cornice (see photos 4 and 5).
The base, as originally designed, was separated from the facade by a distinctive
string course but repeated the same sectional division as the facade above.
The entrance occupied the space within the central piers while other four spaces
were taken by the shop windows.
The facade remains intact since its date of completion; the base, however, has
undergone changes which has somewhat altered its original scheme. It was rebuilt
in 1937 after a major flood undermined it. The new base was horizontally divided
into two sections by an emphatic string course. The lower part was sectioned into
intervals of three shop windows and two entrances. The piers were topped with
ornamental capitols. The upper section was occupied by five mezzanine windows following
the same line of division as that of the facade and the base. Today the mezzanine
strip is totally covered by sheets of smooth red marble.
Some major interior changes have also tafcen place ^witiio^t affecting the interior of
the building. The fifth floor was made into two floors which gave additional floor
space of 22,500 square feet, and another 9,000 square feet were added Jby means
of a first floor mezzanine.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Mason Maury (1846-1919) was the only Louisville architect at the turn of the century
whose work continuously reflected the development of the Chicago School, Today
there are only a few examples left standing in Louisville which are representative
of his work independent from his long time partner /"Beaux Arts practitioner
William J. Dodd (1862-1930)7. Of these buildings, the last Riehardsonian structure
known to us remains the Judge Russell Houston House (1886) at 1328 South Fourth
Street (which is threatened with demolition).
His Sullivanesque period is
reflected in the Kaufman-Straus Building (1902); the best and the only remaining
of this stage. Finally his Prairie style is embodied in two residences at 2409
Cherokee Parkway (c. 1910), and 2119 Kenilworth Avenue (1910).
The Kaufman-Straus Building was built on the location of the Polytechnic Building
or the Public Library of Kentucky. The Library Building had been the old
Central Market Building, erected in 1866-67 for two Louisville businessmen, E. D.
Tyler and Samuel P, Weisiger. The architects were McElfatrick and Wood.
In 1873 the Central Market Building was sold to the Public Library of Kentucky, later
to become the Louisville Free Public Library. Before moving to the new structure
in February, 1903, the Kaufman-Straus dry goods firm had occupied a building
on Fourth Street just north of the Library Building.
The Kaufman-Straus Building was meant to be a department store when it was
designed, with the exception of the top story which was to be occupied by
the library. The exterior, however, did not reveal this quality of purpose.
The new structure was meant to be seen from the street side since, as was
typical of the 19th century commercial structures, it was connected to rows of
other buildings. The facade,, .therefore, .carried the personality of the total mass.
It was designed after Louis Sullivanf s Gage Building in Chicago but it is in the
differences rather,than the similarities that Maury exhibits his ability as an &ble
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The structure is located in Block 14-K, Lot 59 in the City of Louisville, Kentucky,
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architect and disciple of Sullivan's architectural theories. The Kaufman-Straus
Building is wider and two stories shorter, which by itself creates a heavier sense
of mass than the Gage Building. To minimize this impression, Maury has carried
the piers all the way from the base to the cornice to include the height of the base
and the mezzanine in the rest of the facade. The upward movement is reinforced
in the recessed ornamental piers. The piers in the Gage Building start at the
second level but do not damage the vertical effect of the building since its
narrowness and height emphasizes the upward movement encased in it.
,x.

The ornaments above the piers in the Gage Building are delicate and fluid in
treatment which befits its feminine quality. On the other hand, the Kaufman's are
more rigid, rectangular and controlled, appropriate to its lofty masculine quality.
The smaller decorations in the Gage Building are repeated in the spandrels of every
floor in a delicate and free fashion. Those of the Kaufman-Straus Building are
limited only to the last row of the spandrels, and in character repeat those of the
larger ones; rigidity and control are emphasized by their linkage to the vertical
piers beneath them.
Maury shows in Kaufman-Straus Building the ability to create unity from different
parts, and when copying Sullivan's design consciously adapts the elements into the
nature of his structure. Every architectural element seems to be an integrated
part of the total mass which is reflective of Sullivan's analogy of architecture to
the human body.
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Latham, Tooba K. "Mason Maury and the Influence of the Chicago School in
Louisville." Master's thesis, University of Louisville, 1975.
Libraries and Lotteries, A History of the Louisville Public Library.

1944.
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Photo 3. View of KaufmanStraus Building as it appeared
in 1902.
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Photo 3a. Copy of an
^graving of the Kaufman-Straus
Building in 1903.
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